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Drawing on a tremendous range of newspapers, memoirs, correspondence, and published materials, the author
examines what both white and black South Carolinians thought about the history of Reconstruction and how it shaped the
way they lived their lives in the first half of the twentieth century.
In the Texas Reconstruction Era (1865-1877), many returning Confederate veterans organized outlaw gangs and Ku Klux
Klan groups to continue the war and to take the battle to Yankee occupiers, native white Unionists, and their allies, the
free people. This study of Benjamin Bickerstaff and other Northeast Texans provides a microhistory of the larger whole.
Bickerstaff founded Ku Klux Klan groups in at least two Northeast Texas counties and led a gang of raiders who, at
times, numbered up to 500 men. He joined the ranks of guerrilla fighters like Cullen Baker and Bob Lee and, with their
gangs often riding together, brought chaos and death to the “Devil’s Triangle,” the Northeast Texas region where they
created one disaster after another. “This book provides a well-researched, exhaustive, and fascinating examination of
the life of Benjamin Bickerstaff, a desperado who preyed on blacks, Unionists, and others in northeastern Texas during
the Reconstruction era until armed citizens killed him in the town of Alvarado in 1869. The work adds to our knowledge of
Reconstruction violence and graphically supports the idea that the Civil War in Texas did not really end in 1865 but
continued long afterward.”—Carl Moneyhon, author of Texas after the Civil War: The Struggle of Reconstruction
Provides the definitive guide to literature about Reconstruction published from 1877 to 1998.
During Reconstruction, an alliance of southern planters and northern capitalists rebuilt the southern railway system using
remnants of the Confederate railroads that had been built and destroyed during the Civil War. In the process of linking
Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia by rail, this alliance created one of the largest corporations in the world, engendered
bitter political struggles, and transformed the South in lasting ways, says Scott Nelson. Iron Confederacies uses the
history of southern railways to explore linkages among the themes of states' rights, racial violence, labor strife, and big
business in the nineteenth-century South. By 1868, Ku Klux Klan leaders had begun mobilizing white resentment against
rapid economic change by asserting that railroad consolidation led to political corruption and black economic success. As
Nelson notes, some of the Klan's most violent activity was concentrated along the Richmond-Atlanta rail corridor. But
conflicts over railroads were eventually resolved, he argues, in agreements between northern railroad barons and Klan
leaders that allowed white terrorism against black voters while surrendering states' control over the southern economy.
"Focusing on the years of the Reconstruction, this volume examines the actions of the Ku Klux Klan between the years of
1865 and 1899. It explores how the organization sponsored and promoted violence against former slaves, and how that
violence eventually
It is remarkable that the most serious intervention by the federal government to protect the rights of its new African
American citizens during Reconstruction (and well beyond) has not, until now, received systematic scholarly study. In
The Great South Carolina Ku Klux Klan Trials, Lou Falkner Williams presents a comprehensive account of the events
following the Klan uprising in the South Carolina piedmont in the Reconstruction era. It is a gripping story--one that helps
us better understand the limits of constitutional change in post-Civil War America and the failure of Reconstruction. The
South Carolina Klan trials represent the culmination of the federal government's most substantial effort during
Reconstruction to stop white violence and provide personal security for African Americans. Federal interventions,
suspension of habeas corpus in nine counties, widespread undercover investigations, and highly publicized trials
resulting in the conviction of several Klansmen are all detailed in Williams's study. When the trials began, the Supreme
Court had yet to interpret the Fourteenth Amendment and the Enforcement Acts. Thus the fourth federal circuit court
became a forum for constitutional experimentation as the prosecution and defense squared off to present their opposing
views. The fate of the individual Klansmen was almost incidental to the larger constitutional issues in these celebrated
trials. It was the federal judge's devotion to state-centered federalism--not a lack of concern for the Klan's victims--that
kept them from embracing constitutional doctrine that would have fundamentally altered the nature of the Union. Placing
the Klan trials in the context of postemancipation race relations, Williams shows that the Klan's campaign of terror in the
upcountry reflected white determination to preserve prewar racial and social standards. Her analysis of Klan violence
against women breaks new ground, revealing that white women were attacked to preserve traditional southern sexual
mores, while crimes against black women were designed primarily to demonstrate white male supremacy. Well-written,
cogently argued, and clearly presented, this comprehensive account of the Klan uprising in the South Carolina piedmont
in the late 1860s and early 1870s makes a significant contribution to the history of Reconstruction and race relations in
the United States.
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This paper provides teachers with information about the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and makes available instructional procedures and
resources for teaching about the Klan. First, some ideas are presented for dealing with the unusual emotional climate that can
arise when the KKK is discussed in a classroom. Next, a brief history of the KKK is provided, along with an analysis of why the
KKK may be currently growing in size. Next, eleven lesson plans for classroom use are presented on these topics: (1) the Ku Klux
Klan today; (2) the birth of the Ku Klux Klan; (3) the death of Reconstruction; (4) the beginnings of White supremacy; (5) the Klan
in the 1920's; (6) the civil rights era; (7) the struggle for racial equality; (8) thoughts of an ex-Klansman; (9) myth vs. reality: social
perceptions; (10) myth vs. reality: the process of scapegoating; and (11) countering the Klan. Primary materials such as
newspaper articles and photographs are included. This booklet concludes with a glossary of key terms and a selected and
annotated bibliography on the KKK. (KH)
The importance of the Civil War and Reconstruction in the history of the United States cannot be overstated. There was a very real
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possibility that the union could have been sundered, resulting in a very different American history, and probably, world history. But
the union was held together by tough and determined leaders and by the economic muscle of the North. While not always a period
to be proud of, it did have higher goals and compelling ends. This one-volume dictionary, with more than 800 entries covering the
significant events, persons, politics, and economic and social themes in the U.S. Civil War and Reconstruction, is a research tool
for all levels of readers from high school and up. The extensive chronology, introductory essay, dictionary entries, and
comprehensive bibliography introduce and lead the reader through the military and non-military actions of one of the most pivotal
events in American history. Substantial coverage is given to the time that followed the Civil War: Reconstruction. This was a period
construed in many different ways by the individuals involved, many of whom had little concern for the impact of their acts on
others, and even fewer who were interested in the plight of the newly enfranchised blacks, for whom the war had supposedly been
fought. While the states were once again 'united,' many of the postwar efforts divided different segments of the population and
failed to achieve their goals in an era too often remembered for carpetbaggers and scalawags, and Congressional imbroglios and
incompetent government. No matter how one looks at it, the Civil War continues to affect the politics, constitutionalism, and
societal norms of the United States in an irrevocable way, and it probably always will. It was a very personal war, not fought by
machines, but by men, affecting countless Americans who have one or more Civil War veterans hidden in their family trees. It's a
war modern enough to be relevant to today's military interests, yet gentlemanly enough to be the last of the great romantic wars.
Mastering Emotions examines the interactions between slaveholders and enslaved people, and between White people and free
Black people, to expose how emotions such as love, terror, happiness, and trust functioned as social and economic capital for
slaveholders and enslaved people alike.
Offers more than 260 alphabetically arranged articles on the period of Reconstruction in American history, covering persons,
concepts, institutions, laws, elections, organizations, and each Southern state.
The end of the Civil War was a hopeful beginning for African Americans. Although Lincoln left no definite plan for reconstruction,
many supported one, and eventually passed the Reconstruction Act of 1867. This book includes topics such as: Lincoln and
Reconstruction; the beginning of Reconstruction; the end of Reconstruction; and more.
In some places, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) was a social fraternity whose members enjoyed sophomoric hijinks and homemade liquor.
In other areas, the KKK was a paramilitary group intent on keeping former slaves away from white women and Republicans away
from ballot boxes. South Carolina saw the worst Klan violence and, in 1871, President Grant sent federal troops under the
command of Major Lewis Merrill to restore law and order. Merrill did not eradicate the Klan, but they arguably did more than any
other person or entity to expose the identity of the Invisible Empire as a group of hooded, brutish, homegrown terrorists. In
compiling evidence to prosecute the leading Klansmen and by restoring at least a semblance of order to South Carolina, Merrill
and his men demonstrated that the portrayal of the KKK as a chivalric organization was at best a myth, and at worst a lie. This is
the story of the rise and fall of the Reconstruction-era Klan, focusing especially on Major Merrill and the Seventh Cavalry's efforts
to expose the secrets of the Ku Klux Klan to the light of day.
Drawing on a large body of documents, including eyewitness accounts and evidence from the site itself, Keith explores the racial
tensions that led to the Colfax massacre - during which surrendering blacks were mercilessly slaughtered - and the reverberations
this message of terror sent throughout the South.
The first comprehensive examination of the nineteenth-century Ku Klux Klan since the 1970s, Ku-Klux pinpoints the group's rise with startling
acuity. Historians have traced the origins of the Klan to Pulaski, Tennessee, in 1866, but the details behind the group's emergence have long
remained shadowy. By parsing the earliest descriptions of the Klan, Elaine Frantz Parsons reveals that it was only as reports of the
Tennessee Klan's mysterious and menacing activities began circulating in northern newspapers that whites enthusiastically formed their own
Klan groups throughout the South. The spread of the Klan was thus intimately connected with the politics and mass media of the North.
Shedding new light on the ideas that motivated the Klan, Parsons explores Klansmen's appropriation of images and language from northern
urban forms such as minstrelsy, burlesque, and business culture. While the Klan sought to retain the prewar racial order, the figure of the KuKlux became a joint creation of northern popular cultural entrepreneurs and southern whites seeking, perversely and violently, to modernize
the South. Innovative and packed with fresh insight, Parsons' book offers the definitive account of the rise of the Ku Klux Klan during
Reconstruction.
In this penetrating examination of African American politics and culture, Paul Ortiz throws a powerful light on the struggle of black Floridians
to create the first statewide civil rights movement against Jim Crow. Concentrating on the period between the end of slavery and the election
of 1920, Emancipation Betrayed vividly demonstrates that the decades leading up to the historic voter registration drive of 1919-20 were
marked by intense battles during which African Americans struck for higher wages, took up arms to prevent lynching, forged independent
political alliances, boycotted segregated streetcars, and created a democratic historical memory of the Civil War and Reconstruction.
Contrary to previous claims that African Americans made few strides toward building an effective civil rights movement during this period,
Ortiz documents how black Floridians formed mutual aid organizations—secret societies, women's clubs, labor unions, and churches—to
bolster dignity and survival in the harsh climate of Florida, which had the highest lynching rate of any state in the union. African Americans
called on these institutions to build a statewide movement to regain the right to vote after World War I. African American women played a
decisive role in the campaign as they mobilized in the months leading up to the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment. The 1920 contest
culminated in the bloodiest Election Day in modern American history, when white supremacists and the Ku Klux Klan violently, and with state
sanction, prevented African Americans from voting. Ortiz's eloquent interpretation of the many ways that black Floridians fought to expand the
meaning of freedom beyond formal equality and his broader consideration of how people resist oppression and create new social movements
illuminate a strategic era of United States history and reveal how the legacy of legal segregation continues to play itself out to this day.
A graphic portrayal of the background of the Ku Klux Klan, its battle with the law, and the current reasons why hate groups cannot be ignored.
Presents the history of the Klan, identifies the victims of its violence, and the responses of those in opposition to Klan activity. Discusses the
white supremacist movement, identifying its organizations and leaders of today. Includes an introduction by Julian Bond and conclusion by
Morris Dees. Bibliography. Graphic photos.
A paper edition of a scholarly history--first published in 1971 and based largely on primary sources--that treats the post-Civil War South state
by state and details the close link between the Klan and the Democratic Party. Trelease (history, U. of North Carolina-Greensboro) also looks
at other "night-riding" groups, such as the Ghouls, the White Brotherhood, and the Knights of the White Camellia. Annotation copyright by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Vandal (history and political science, U. de Sherbrooke, Canada) analyzes the statistics of nearly 5,000 homicides over an 18-year period, as
well as other sources, to provide a picture of the level of physical violence in Louisiana after the Civil War. Some of the themes addressed
include rural versus urban patterns of violence; homicides in a gender perspective; and the black response to white violence. Annotation
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A century and a half after the Civil War, Americans are still dealing with the legacies of the conflict and Reconstruction, including the many
myths and legends spawned by these events. The Long Reconstruction: The Post-Civil War South in History, Film, and Memory brings
together history and popular culture to explore how the events of this era have been remembered. Looking at popular cinema across the last
hundred years, The Long Reconstruction uncovers central themes in the history of Reconstruction, including violence and terrorism; the
experiences of African Americans and those of women and children; the Lost Cause ideology; and the economic reconstruction of the
American South. Analyzing influential films such as The Birth of a Nation and Gone with the Wind, as well as more recent efforts such as
Cold Mountain and Lincoln, the authors show how the myths surrounding Reconstruction have impacted American culture. This engaging
book is essential reading for anyone interested in the history of Reconstruction, historical memory, and popular culture.
???????? ???????????????????? ??? ??????? ??????????? ????????? ??????2013???? ???????http://goo.gl/ZnaoE0 ?? ??? ???????? ??
?????????????? ???????????????????? ???????? ????????????????? ????????????????? ????????? ????????????? ??????? ??????
?????????????? ??????????????????? ========== ?????……?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????James M.
McPherson? ?????????The New York Times Book Review? ????????……???????????……??????????????????? ????????Michiko Kakutani?
???????The New York Times? ???????????????????? ????????????Douglas Brinkley? ?????????The Boston Globe?
???????……??????????????????????? ??????????John Rhodehamel? ????????Los Angeles Times? ????……?????????????? ?????????Jay
Winik? ????????The Wall Street Journal? ?????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????Allen C. Guelzo? ????????The
Washington Post? ????????????????? ???????Bookmarks??? ========== Team of Rivals ??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????EQ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????The first reading of the Emancipation
Proclamation before the cabinet????????????Francis Carpenter????????????????????Edwin McMasters Stanton?????????Salmon Portland
Chase???????????????Gideon Welles??????????Caleb Blood Smith?????????????William Henry Seward?????????????Montgomery
Blair?????????Edward Bates??

Though the Civil War ended in April 1865, the conflict between Unionists and Confederates continued. The bitterness
and rancor resulting from the collapse of the Confederacy spurred an ongoing cycle of hostility and bloodshed that made
the Reconstruction period a violent era of transition. The violence was so pervasive that the federal government deployed
units of the U.S. Army in North Carolina and other southern states to maintain law and order and protect blacks and
Unionists. Bluecoats and Tar Heels: Soldiers and Civilians in Reconstruction North Carolina tells the story of the army's
twelve-year occupation of North Carolina, a time of political instability and social unrest. Author Mark Bradley details the
complex interaction between the federal soldiers and the North Carolina civilians during this tumultuous period. The
federal troops attempted an impossible juggling act: protecting the social and political rights of the newly freed black
North Carolinians while conciliating their former enemies, the ex-Confederates. The officers sought to minimize violence
and unrest during the lengthy transition from war to peace, but they ultimately proved far more successful in promoting
sectional reconciliation than in protecting the freedpeople. Bradley's exhaustive study examines the military efforts to
stabilize the region in the face of opposition from both ordinary citizens and dangerous outlaws such as the Regulators
and the Ku Klux Klan. By 1872, the widespread, organized violence that had plagued North Carolina since the close of
the war had ceased, enabling the bluecoats and the ex-Confederates to participate in public rituals and social events that
served as symbols of sectional reconciliation. This rapprochement has been largely forgotten, lost amidst the postbellum
barrage of Lost Cause rhetoric, causing many historians to believe that the process of national reunion did not begin until
after Reconstruction. Rectifying this misconception, Bluecoats and Tar Heels illuminates the U.S. Army's significant role
in an understudied aspect of Civil War reconciliation.
Thirty years after the publication of John Hope Franklin’s influential interpretative essay Reconstruction: After the Civil
War, ten distinguished scholars have contributed to a new appraisal of Reconstruction scholarship. Recognizing
Professor Franklin’s major contributions to the study of the Reconstruction era, their work of analysis and review has
been dedicated to him. Although most of the contributors studied with John Hope Franklin, The Facts of Reconstruction is
not a festschrift, at least not the conventional sense. The book does not offer a comprehensive assessment of Franklin’s
remarkably wide-ranging work in southern and Afro-American history, but instead engages his influential interpretation of
Reconstruction. The essays in The Facts of Reconstruction focus upon questions raised in Reconstruction: After the Civil
War. Was southern white intransigence the decisive influence in Presidential Reconstruction? What as the role of
violence in southern “redemption”? How successful were the educational experiments of the Reconstruction era? Why
did southern Republicans fail to build an effective coalition capable of surviving the pressure of racism? In addition,
several essays discuss questions not directly addressed in Franklin’s book, since his pathbreaking work indirectly
stimulated study in a variety of new areas. For example, contributors to The Facts of Reconstruction examine the antebellum origins of Reconstruction, evaluate the development of racial segregation during the late nineteenth century,
analyze the political and legal ideas behind the Reconstruction debates, and study the prospering minority among blacks.
Representing a variety of perspectives, the authors have sought to follow John Hope Franklin’s admonition that
Reconstruction should not be used as “a mirror of ourselves.” If they have succeeded, this book in honor of a profound
scholar and inspiring teacher will provoke new discussion about “the facts of Reconstruction.”
'Reconstruction' is the name given to the period that, beginning shortly before the end of the American Civil War and
running until 1877, saw the frustration of federal government's attempts to integrate the newly freed slaves into the
American political and economic system. It ended in frustration, disillusionment and also violence, with individual
southern states denying rights to freed slaves, preventing them from voting, and largely forcing them back into roles that
exploited their labor and prevented them from gaining access to education. For much of the 20th century, the
predominant view of the Reconstruction period was that of the Dunning School, which argued that former slaves were
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unprepared for the responsibilities of voting and holding office, and that it was their incapability of handling such
responsibilities - and not the racist actions of whites - that was largely responsible for the failures of the Reconstruction
period. Eric Foner's great work reverses those judgements. Foner adopts a problem-solving approach, asking productive
questions of state archives and generating and assessing alternative possibilities to assess the views of the Dunning
School in a much wider context. His verdict - that slaves and freedmen were often key figures who shaped the eventual
emergence of a more progressive American democracy - is backed up by persuasive reasoning which explains how
these results came about and shows how the white establishment, led by President Andrew Johnson, was primarily
responsible for the disasters of the Reconstruction era.
As the sole purveyors of news and opinion, Reconstruction-era newspapers bent and spindled American public opinion
with little regard for independent journalism and great regard for party politics. The issues facing the nation were
momentous, and opinions on how to deal with the problems were vigorously presented and defended. Using editorials,
letters, essays, and news reports that appeared throughout the country's print media, this book reveals how editors,
politicians, and other Americans used the press to influence opinion from 1865 to 1877.
"Special report"--Cover.
Reconstruction Violence and the Ku Klux Klan HearingsA Brief History with DocumentsBedford/St. Martin's
The Reconstruction was meant to be a time of rebuilding and healing for the South following the Civil War. But the
Reconstruction, marked by the continued strong hatred and hostility between liberated African Americans and angry Ku
Klux Klan members, was hardly a time of reconciliation for the South. This work deals with the Reconstruction-era Ku
Klux Klan, a paramilitary group with political aims that used violence and intimidation to achieve its goals. It addresses
exclusively the Klans activities in York County, South Carolina, during the years 1865-1877. It clarifies some
misconceptions about the Reconstruction Klan and disentangles it from later organizations that used the same name.
There are no reports of its burning crosses or persecuting Jews and Catholics and it has no connection to the Klan that
appeared in the early part of the twentieth century or todays counterpart that marches under the Confederate flag.
Throughout the Reconstruction, blacks and whites tried to out-shout each other in the new era of conversation, and, as
shown in this work, made little progress in understanding, or trying to understand, each other.
Following the Civil War, the United States was fully engaged in a bloody conflict with ex-Confederates, conservative Democrats,
and members of organized terrorist groups, such as the Ku Klux Klan, for control of the southern states. Texas became one of the
earliest battleground states in the War of Reconstruction. Throughout this era, white Texans claimed that Radical Republicans in
Congress were attempting to dominate their state through “Negro-Carpetbag-Scalawag rule.” In response to these perceived
threats, whites initiated a violent guerrilla war that was designed to limit support for the Republican Party. They targeted loyal
Unionists throughout the South, especially African Americans who represented the largest block of Republican voters in the
region. Was the Reconstruction era in the Lone Star State simply a continuation of the Civil War? Evidence presented by sixteen
contributors in this new anthology, edited by Kenneth W. Howell, argues that this indeed was the case. Topics include the role of
the Freedmen's Bureau and the occupying army, focusing on both sides of the violence. Several contributors analyze the origins of
the Ku Klux Klan and its operations in Texas, how the Texas State Police attempted to quell the violence, and Tejano adjustment
to Reconstruction. Other chapters focus on violence against African-American women, the failure of Governor Throckmorton to
establish law and order, and the role of newspaper editors influencing popular opinion. Finally, several contributors study
Reconstruction by region in the Lower Brazos River Valley and in Lavaca County.
This is a comprehensive examination of the use of violence by conservative southerners in the post-Civil War South to subvert
Federal Reconstruction policies, overthrow Republican state governments, restore Democratic power, and reestablish white racial
hegemony. Historians have often stressed the limited and even conservative nature of Federal policy in the Reconstruction South.
However, George C. Rable argues, white southerners saw the intent and the results of that policy as revolutionary. Violence
therefore became a counterrevolutionary instrument, placing the South in a pattern familiar to students of world revolution.
This collection of original essays and commentary considers not merely how history has shaped the continuing struggle for racial
equality, but also how backlash and resistance to racial reforms continue to dictate the state of race in America. Informed by a
broad historical perspective, this book focuses primarily on the promise of Reconstruction, and the long demise of that promise. It
traces the history of struggles for racial justice from the post US Civil War Reconstruction through the Jim Crow era, the Civil
Rights and Voting Rights decades of the 1950s and 1960s to the present day.
"In this groundbreaking new study, author Brook Thomas argues that literary analysis can enhance our historical understanding of
race and Reconstruction. The standard view that Reconstruction ended with the Compromise of 1877 is a retrospective
construction. Works of literature provide the perspective of those who continued to see possibilities for its renewal well past 1877.
Historians have long tried to reconcile social history's emphasis on the local with political history's emphasis on the national.
Literature creates national political allegories while focusing on events in a particular locale. Moreover, the debate over
Reconstruction was a debate about state legitimacy as well as specific laws. It was a question of foundational myths as well as
foundational legal principles. Literature's political allegories allow us to recreate those debates rather than view the end of
Reconstruction as a foregone conclusion. Because many of the issues raised by Reconstruction remain unresolved, those debates
continue into the present. Chapters treat how the racial issues raised by Reconstruction are interwoven with debates over state v.
national authority, efforts to combat terrorism (the KKK), the paternalism of welfare, economic expansion, and the question of who
should rightly inherit the nation's past. Thomas examines authors who opposed Reconstruction, authors who supported it, and
authors who struggled with mixed feelings. This exciting text will set the standard in literary historical studies for decades to
come"-W. E. B. Du Bois was one of the most prolific African-American authors, scholars, and leaders of the twentieth century. In this
book, Alexander s traces the development of Du Bois' thought over time."
In the months after the end of the Civil War, there was one word on everyone’s lips: redemption. From the fiery language of
Radical Republicans calling for a reconstruction of the former Confederacy to the petitions of those individuals who had worked the
land as slaves to the white supremacists who would bring an end to Reconstruction in the late 1870s, this crucial concept informed
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the ways in which many people—both black and white, northerner and southerner—imagined the transformation of the American
South. Beyond Redemption explores how the violence of a protracted civil war shaped the meaning of freedom and citizenship in
the new South. Here, Carole Emberton traces the competing meanings that redemption held for Americans as they tried to come
to terms with the war and the changing social landscape. While some imagined redemption from the brutality of slavery and war,
others—like the infamous Ku Klux Klan—sought political and racial redemption for their losses through violence. Beyond
Redemption merges studies of race and American manhood with an analysis of post-Civil War American politics to offer
unconventional and challenging insight into the violence of Reconstruction.
This carefully edited selection of testimony from the Ku Klux Klan hearings reveals what is often left out of the discussion of
Reconstruction—the central role of violence in shaping its course. The Introduction places the hearings in historical context and
draws connections between slavery and post-Emancipation violence. The documents evidence the varieties of violence leveled at
freedmen and Republicans, from attacks hinging on land and the franchise to sexual violence and the targeting of black
institutions. Document headnotes, a chronology, questions to consider, and a bibliography enrich students’ understanding of the
role of violence in the history of Reconstruction.
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